
Analyse! How do you think the artist 
made the work? What do you see that 
makes you think this?

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Interpret! What do you think the work is 
about? What is the artist trying to tell us? 

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Use the prompts in this guide to help you record your observations and to inspire 
conversations with those you are visiting with. We encourage you to reflect on what 

you see during your visit to Abu Dhabi Art and to share your thoughts and ideas.

Explore the artworks 
and see what you 
can find! Compare 
and discuss your 
discoveries!

I spy....

ART HUNT! (  ) A landscape 

(  ) An artwork made from
     natural materials 

(  ) An artwork made from
     recycled materials 

(  ) Geometric shapes

(  ) An artwork that is
     mostly shades of pink 

(  ) A black and white
     artwork

(  ) An artwork made up of
     patterns

(  ) Images of animals

(  ) An artwork with lots of
     texture

(  ) A portrait of someone

(  ) Something that makes
     you laugh! Share it!

(  ) Something that 
      inspires you! What is it? 

Abu Dhabi Art 
Activity Guide

ART HUNT!

Discuss with a family member, a friend, 
or a classmate…

Choose one artwork (or many artworks) 
that you would like to chat about.

ART RESPONSE!

Describe! What words would you choose 
to describe it?

List 3 things you like the most about it 
and share why:

1. ____________________________

2. ____________________________

3. ____________________________
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